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Sometimes, the voices we need to amplify as part of the next 
generation of diverse, creative leaders were there all along. Yes-
terday, the day before this writing was due and as I was mulling 
over the theme for this news column, I serendipitously encoun-
tered a bit of writing by Jane Marczewski, a woman who folks 
have recently discovered on the TV show America’s Got Talent 
after hearing a song she wrote and sang. But Jane—who goes by 
the name of Nightbirde when she performs on stage or writes—
has actually been there all along. It’s just that the public had not 
noticed her yet. However, with a single appearance on television, 
Jane’s voice has been amplified and, just like that, now millions 
of people have heard her.

Here is an excerpt from a recent blog post Nightbirde (2021) 
wrote before America first heard her sing. Her creative voice is 
already well-honed as is evident in these passages:

After the doctor told me I was dying, and after the man 
I married said he didn’t love me anymore, I chased a 
miracle in California and sixteen weeks later, I got it. The 
cancer was gone. But when my brain caught up with it all, 
something broke. I later found out that all the tragedy at 
once had caused a physical head trauma, and my brain was 
sending false signals of excruciating pain and panic.

I spent three months propped against the wall. On nights 
that I could not sleep, I laid in the tub like an insect, staring 
at my reflection in the shower knob. I vomited until I was 
hollow. I rolled up under my robe on the tile. The bath-
room floor became my place to hide, where I could scream 
and be ugly; where I could sob and spit and eventually 
doze off, happy to be asleep, even with my head on the 
toilet.

I have had cancer three times now, and I have barely 
passed thirty. There are times when I wonder what I must 
have done to deserve such a story. I fear sometimes that 
when I die and meet with God, that He will say I disap-
pointed Him, or offended Him, or failed Him. Maybe He’ll 
say I just never learned the lesson, or that I wasn’t grateful 
enough. But one thing I know for sure is this: He can never 
say that He did not know me. (paras. 2–4)

This is deep writing—writing that dredges out the thick  
sediment that typically buries our senses, excavating sight lines 
that can pierce either our own midnight or our high white hallu-
cinatory desert sun. Deep writing like I had to do to scribe my lat-
est book, Growing Up Ugly. Deep writing can be as short as a page, 
like one of Jane’s blog posts, or as long as my book, a candid 
self-portrait of a Black boy discovering his creative superpowers. 
Either way, it carves a river run for others to follow out of their 
own Grand Canyons. A voice like Nightbirde, already well- 
practiced, only needs a platform.

There are other ways to amplify voices. I was mentored by 
Graeme Sullivan, an artist and art educator who has recently 
relocated back to his home in Australia. I first met Graeme in 
the summer of 1999, soon after beginning my graduate studies at 
Teachers College, Columbia University. 

Graeme modeled for me the idea of intellectual play, risk and 
experiment, serendipity and artmaking in research; by the end 
of my first semester of coursework with Graeme in a summer 
course called “Writing for Publication,” I had entered into a 
mentor–apprentice relationship with him that continues to be 
founded not on his trust in his own expertise but rather on his 
trust in me, a novice. 

Like the young Telemachus in Homer’s Odyssey, I was starting 
out on a journey of discovery. As my mentor, Graeme was willing 
to accompany me on parts of this journey, fully aware of the dif-
ficulties I would face, yet willing to show me ample evidence that 
he trusted that I would not only survive, but that I had a voice 
worth amplifying.

I am looking for more voices to amplify. I’m committed to the 
preparation of new leaders. In anticipation of the upcoming 
2022 NAEA Convention in New York City, I have developed and 
proposed two sessions to inaugurate a “Young ED&I Scholar 
Series,” where I plan to present young scholars of color that I’ve 
been mentoring recently as they prepare to step into greater 
visibility. My goal is to introduce them and step out of their way. 
Their voices will carry.

—James Haywood Rolling, Jr. 
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